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Abstract 
A new algorithm is presented for the efficient solution of large least squares problems in which the coefficient matrix 
of the linear system is a Kronecker product of two smaller dimension matrices. The solution algorithm is based on QR 
factorizations of the smaller dimension matrices. Near perfect load balancing is achieved by exploiting a 'commutativity' 
property of the Kronecker product, and communication requirements are minimized by employing a binary exchange 
algorithm for matrix transposition. The parallel algorithm is presented, and timing results are shown from test runs on an 
Intel i860 computer. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we present a parallel algorithm for solution of the (full rank) least squares problem 
(AQB)x= t, (1.1)  
where A E Mra,p and B E Mn,q, with rank(A) = p, rank(B) = q, and x E ~R m, t E ~" .  
In our previous paper [12], we presented a new method for solving (1.1) based on QR decompo- 
sitions of A and B. A parallel algorithm was also outlined. Here we describe a modified algorithm 
which avoids the need to compute the inverse of one of the R-matrices, and discuss its implemen- 
tation on the Intel i860 computer. The modified algorithm makes use of a 'commutativity' property 
of the Kronecker product. A pair of upper triangular systems is produced from which the least 
squares solution can be obtained by backsolving the two systems in parallel. This results in better 
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computational load balancing and significantly less communication overhead than the version of the 
algorithm given in [12]. 
In this paper we shall need to make use of standard properties of the Kronecker product [14, 21, 
23, 27]. In addition to those properties cited in [12] we shall require: 
Property (i). For all A E M.,,p, B E M..q and X E Mq,p we have 
(A ® B)vec(X) = vec(B . X .  A1), 
where vec(X) [19] denotes the vector obtained by stacking the columns of X. 
(1.2) 
Property (ii). If A E M,.q, and B E M..q then the least squares problem 
(A®B)x=t  
has the equivalent matrix formulation 
B.X  .A T= T. 
where x = vet(X) and t = vec(T). 
(1.3a) 
(l.3b) 
Property (iii) (Commutativity). For all A E Mm,p, BE Mn,q, x E ~Pq and t E .~mn, we have 
(A®B)x=t  if and only if (B®A)xr=tr ,  (l.4a) 
where x = vet(X), Xr = vec(XT), t =-vec(T) and tr = vec(TT). Using (1.2) the equivalent matrix 
form of (1.4a) is readily seen to be 
B -X .A  T=T if and only if A .X  r .B  T - -T  T, (l.4b) 
a result which follows by taking the transpose of both sides. 
For Properties (i) and (ii) see [19, 20, 23, 27]. 
Note. Since A ® B ¢ B ® A, the above "commutativity" property has no algebraic significance, 
but can be regarded as a convenient way of interchanging the order of A and B in the Kronecker 
product, with an explicit description of the resulting effect on the ordering of the components of 
x. Algebraically, one does. however, have the existence of permutation matrices P~ E M,,,,,,, and 
P2EMpq, pq such that A ~: B = PI(B®A)P2 [20, 23]. It is also noteworthy that when A and B are 
square, P1 and P2 are so-called "stride permutation" matrices [15]. 
A modification of the least squares QR-method from [12] is described in Section 2. The imple- 
mentation of the parallel algorithm is described in Section 3. The new algorithm makes use of the 
Q and R matrices from Householder QR-factorizations (using Householder reflections) of the A and 
B matrices; it therefore inherits the numerical stability associated with the Householder QR factor- 
izations. Section 4 discusses the computational complexities of the modified algorithm, and Section 
5 presents tim!ng and speed-up data from test runs on an lntel i860 computer. For information on 
applications of the Kronecker product least squares problem in many diverse areas of science and 
engineering we refer to [1, 3, I0, 22, 28, 29, 31, 32]. 
The present algorithm has also recently been extended by Hashish [17] to handle the case when 
the ranks of A and B are deficient, i.e. rank(A) < p and rank(B) < q. 
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2. A Kronecker product least squares algorithm 
Suppose that the full rank matrices A and B have each been QR decomposed with column pivoting 
[13, 16], so that 
(R(') ) (R(2) ) 
BPI = Q1RI = QI O~l) and AP2 = Q2R2 = Q2 O(2) , (2.1) 
where 
Qi E M,,, and Q2 E M,,,,, are orthogonal matrices, 
R~ E M,.q and R2 E M,,,p are upper triangular matrices, 
R ~) E Mq, q and R (2) E Mp, p are square, upper triangular matrices, 
O(') E M,_u. q and O(2)E mm-p,p are zero matrices, 
and P~ E Mq,q and P2 E Mp.p are permutation matrices arising from the column pivoting used to keep 
the diagonal elements as far away from zero as possible. 
In [12] it was shown that substitution of (2.1) into (1.1) converts the least squares problem to 
the equivalent form 
( R(2) ® R ¢')) 
P~(R: U: R, )y = 0(3) Y = P3(Q~ ® QT)t, (2.2) 
where v = (P2 T® P~)x. Here the permutation matrix P3 is defined so as to make the first equality in 
(2.2) hold with zero matrix O(3) E M,,,,_pq.pq. 
If we introduce the partitioning of the orthogonal matrices Q~ and Q2, 
Qi to(i) o(i) -(2) C-)(2)~ ,~l ,~2 ) and Q2 (2.3) = =(~1 ,~2 ,, 
where Q(I')E M,,q and Q(12)E M,n,p, then 
(2) r @ (I)' "~ [ Q, . Q, 
(2) T ® (l) '  
P~(Q~ ~ Q~) = / Q' ,' Q2 • (2.4) J \ Q~2)® QiV 
Let 
h = (Q¢l 2)' ~ QCl ')' )t = [P3(Q: v ® QT)t]pq, (2.5a) 
where [P3(Q~ ® Q~)t]pq denotes the first pq-components of the right-hand side of (2.2), cf. [12]. 
From the equivalence of the Kronecker product relation (1.3a) with its matrix counterpart (l.3b), 
every Kronecker product equation may be written in an equivalent matrix form. The equivalent 
matrix form of Eq. (2.5a) is 
H = Q(I 1)' TQ(I 2), (2.5b) 
where t = t'ec(T) and h = vet(H), and H E Mq,p. 
Putting (2.4) on the right-hand side of (2.2), it follows that the least squares solution of (2.2) 
(or, equivalently, the least squares solution of the original problem (1.3)) is the exact solution of 
the square nonsingular system 
(R ~21 .~ Rll))y = h, (2.6a) 
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Or 
R~I~YR 0~' = H, (2.6b) 
where y = vec(Y) and h = vec(H), and Y E Mq,p. For clarity we shall list both the Kronecker product 
and matrix versions of all equations which follow in this section. 
Combining (2.5) and (2.6) the solution y of the least squares problem (2.2) may be written as 
Y = ( Row' ® R~I)-~ )(Q~S ® Q~I'IT) t (2.7a) 
or  
Y = R~' )-'Q¢I'" TQ~J 2)R~2)-~, (2.7b) 
which indicates the dependence of the solution on the QR factorizations of A and B. As we shall 
see, the manner in which computations implementing (2.7) are parallelized plays a significant role 
in the computational efficiency on a parallel computer. 
We now describe our modification of the algorithm given in [12]. Using the matrix multiplication 
property for Kronecker products, Eq. (2.6), may be written as 
(R~2)®l l ) . (12GR~t~)y=h,  or II(R~I)YI2)R~2)'=H, 
where 1~ c Mq.q and 12 C Mp.p are identity matrices. Putting 
z = (I2 ® R~l))y or Z = RcI)Y, 
where z = vec(Z), Z E Mq,p, we may write the nonsingular system (2.6) in the form of two uncoupled 
systems of equations 
(R ~2) ® ll )z = h ,,t---->, (11 ® R~2))zr = hr (2.8a) 
or  
IIZR °)T = H ,~ > R°)Z T = H T, (2.8b) 
and 
(12®R~))y=z  or R~Y =Z.  (2.9a,b) 
Accordingly, we may compute hr from the Q-matrices using (l.4a) and (2.5a), solve the system 
(2.8) for zr (or Z T) by backsubstitution, redistribute zr to get z (that is, perform a matrix transpose 
on Z v to get Z), and then solve the system (2.9) by backsubstitution. 
The algorithm given in [12, p. 224] differs from this in that Eq. (2.8a) is solved for z by computing 
z = (R  (21 ' ®l l )h  or Z =MR (2)-'  (2.10a,b) 
and then the perfectly parallel equation 
(12 ® R(l))y = z (2.11) 
is solved by backsubstitution. 
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The main advantage of the modified algorithm (2.8),(2.9) over the previous algorithm (2.10), 
(2.11 ) is that (2.8a) is written with R ~2) appearing on the right-hand side of the Kronecker product (or 
with R <2) appearing on the left side of the matrix product in (2.8b)), so that both (2.8) and (2.9) have 
the perfectly parallel form of Eq. (4.3) in [12]. Therefore there is no need to compute R (2)-'. This also 
represents an improvement of the algorithm in that floating point operations are reduced. The com- 
putation of the inverse of the upper triangular matrix R t2) requires p3 + ½2P flops, and the resulting 
I 3 2 matrix product HR (2)-' in (2.10) requires an additional p2q flops for a total of p2q+ ~p + ~p flops, 
compared to only pZq flops for the solving of the q-systems of Eqs. in (2.8) by backsubstitution. 
With respect o parallel implementation, the algorithm (2.8)(2.9) is also more advantageous in
that better load balancing may be achieved, and with less communication overhead. Namely, the 
right hand side vector hr (or matrix H v) in Eq. (2.8) is generated from (2.5) and then the two 
stages of backsolves indicated in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are performed in parallel by distributing 
the right-hand sub-vectors of hr and z, respectively (or by distributing the columns of H t and Z, 
respectively) as equally as possible across the processors. As a consequence, the load balancing 
for both sets of backsoives is very good since each processor is performing the same number of 
backsolves. Moreover, the algorithm (2.8),(2.9) has the advantage that all those subvectors of h t 
(those columns of H t) which are assigned to a given processor for the backsolves in (2.8) may be 
computed on the same processor, thus eliminating all communication overhead in passing from (2.5) 
to (2.8). For we may write Eq. (2.5) using Property (iii) and the matrix multiplication property for 
Kronecker products as 
hr (Q¢,' ~T ~2)¢ ~')' = ®Q(,2)t)tr =(1, ®Q, )(Q, ®13)tr (2.12a) 
or  
H v _- Q~2)' [13 TTQ(I' )]1,, (2.12b) 
where h7 = vec(Ht), tr = vec(Tt), and 13 E M,,,,, and compute those subvectors of hr (columns of 
H v) needed on a given processor in two stages. First let 
sr=(Q] ~)' ®I3)tr or sT=I3TTQ~, '), (2.13a,b) 
where S.r= vec(S t), and then compute 
hr = (I~ ® Q~lZ)")sr or H a- = Qc~Z)'sTI,. (2.14a,b) 
Alternatively, the order of the matrix multiplications in (2.12) may be reversed in which case the 
formulas (2.12)-(2.14) become 
hr = (Q(~'" ® •3)(•, @ Q(2)' )tr or H T = 13[Q(,Z)'TTI1]Q(, l), (2.15a,b) 
sr = (11 ® Qtl 2'')t7. or S T = QI2)TTTI,, (2.16a,b) 
and 
hy (Q¢,I' H T = ®13)sr or  =13SVQ(l'). (2.17a,b) 
For the first order of matrix multiplications in (2.12) we observe that the same load balancing to be 
employed in (2.8) for the first set of backsolves may be utilized in (2.13) and (2.14) so as to ensure 
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that only those subvectors of hr (columns of H T) which are needed on a given processor (for the im- 
plementation of (2.8)) are generated on that processor; in particular, if the full matrices T T and Q~ 2)r 
are available on all processors, then only those columns of Q~l~ which are needed on the ith processor 
to generate the appropriate subvectors hr (columns of H T) on the i 'h processor using the matrix multi- 
plications (2.13) and (2.14), are required to be available on the ith processor. Similar statements apply 
to the reverse order of matrix multiplications in (2.15). Thus, the only interprocessor communication 
which the modified algorithm requires is the reshuffling of the components of zr  (or, equivalently, 
the computation of the matrix transpose of Z r) after the first set of backsolves (2.8) and before 
the second set of backsolves (2.9). Accordingly, the present algorithm requires a distributed matrix 
transpose algorithm. The price paid for interprocessor communication associated with matrix trans- 
position is very minimal by way of comparison to the extra communication costs, higher flop count, 
and less than perfect load-balancing associated with using (2.10) to obtain z from h. Further detail 
on the implementation a d load-balancing for the algorithm (2.8),(2.9) is given in the next section. 
Generally, transpose routines for distributed memory machines are quite nontriviai. One of the first 
such routines was developed by Faber and Lubeck for the first generation hypercube [1 !]. Here, we 
employ a binary exchange algorithm [6, 21, 30]; complete details on this binary exchange algorithm 
are given in [18]. 
We may observe some of the disadvantages of our previous algorithm from [12]. The algorithm 
(2.10),(2.11) requires the computation of R ~2~-' followed by the matrix product in (2.10) before the 
perfectly parallel step in (2.11) may bc implemented. There are several ways in which these steps 
may be parallelized, but they all involve additional communication overhead and more complicated 
load-balancing than the algorithm of(2.8), (2.9). One approach would be to compute Rt2) ' in parallel 
by distributing the p3 +2p/3  flops as equally as possible across the processors by assigning columns 
of R ~2~ to the processors, and then combine the computation of the matrix product in (2.10) with the 
backsolves in (2.11) to distribute the associated flops as equally as possible across the processors 
by assigning rows of R ~2~ ' to the processors.' Another approach would be to perform a parallel 
matrix multiplication for Z = HR ~2~ ' followed by an equidistribution of the columns of Z for the 
backsolves in (2.11 ). In both cases one has a total flop count for (2. ! 0), (2.11 ) which is significantly 
more than that for (2.8), (2.9) plus additional communication costs for generating the right hand side 
z of (2.11) and distributing it across the processors. 
3. The parallel algorithm 
Various algorithms for Householder QR factorizations have been implemented in parallel on dis- 
tributed memory computers previously [4, 7-9, 26]. We assume the availability of such an algorithm, 
and focus our attention on the remaining steps after the QR factorizations of A and B have been 
obtained. For the present parallel algorithm the Q-matrices for A and B were obtained in full storage 
mode on a serial machine and read as data on the Intei i860 computer. The steps of the present 
algorithm are therefore as follows: 
t An implementation on the lntel i860 computer which follows this method of parallelization has recently been published: 
D.W. Fausett, C.T. Fulton and H. Hashish, Parallel QR Method for Large least squares problems involving Kronecker 
products, Intl. Jour. of Applied Science and Computations (1996), 407-421. 
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I. Compute the vector sr according to Sr (QIIt)~ = ~ 13)tr; 
2. compute the vector hr according to hr = (I~ ® QI2)' )s7; 
3. block back substitute to obtain the solution vector zr to the system (I] ® RC2))Zr = hr; 
4. form the vector z from the vector ZT, i.e., perform a matrix transpose operation on zT; 
5. block back substitute to obtain the solution vector y to the system (12 ® RC~))y = z; 
6. repermute the vector yr  according to .qr= (1~ ® P2)y7; 
7. compute the vector dr according to d7.--(I~ ® A),qT.; 
8. form the vector d from the vector dr, i.e., perform a matrix transpose operation on DT; 
9. repermute the vector d according to f = (13 ® Pj )d; 
10. compute the residual vector r according to r = t - (13 ® B)f. 
These steps are described in detail in the following. 
Step I. Compute ST =(Qtl~ I' ~'13)tr.  Let tr E ~"  and Sr E ~ 'q  be partitioned into n and q subvectors 
~i) ~,~ !}~,,+, t r E and s~)E, respectively, so that t~)( j )  tr((i  I)m-t-.j) and ('~) ' = - s r ( . I )=sr ( (k -  l )m+j )  
fo r i= l  . . . . .  n ; , [=!  . . . . .  m; andk=l  . . . . .  q. Then 
n 
s~ .)= Trq~ ') ~ s~.)(j) = ~ q(i~)t~+)(j) for j = 1 . . . . .  m; k = 1 . . . . .  q. (3.1) 
i - I  
To compute the jth element in the kth subvector of st ,  we multiply the corresponding kth column 
.(i) This computation can be of Q(I ~) by the corresponding jth element in each of the subvectors t r .
performed in parallel by sending a copy of the r.h.s, vector t (or tz) to each processor, then sending 
the appropriate columns of Q(~) to each processor. If there are N processors available, then each of 
the first q modN processors hould receive [q/N] + 1 columns, and the remaining processors each 
receive [q/N] subvectors, where [.] indicates the greatest integer function. 
If the processors are indexed 0 through N-  1 (as on the lntel i860), let each processor be identified 
by its index id, where id E {0, 1 . . . . .  N -  1}. Let init( id) and f in ( id )  denote the initial and final 
columns of Q(~) to be allocated to processor #id. Then the columns of Q(i) are distributed according 
to the following scheme (presented in pseudocode): 
if id < (qmodN)  then 
#~it(id) = id .  ([q/N] + 1 ) + I, 
J in( id) = (id " 1 ) .  ([q/N] + I) 
else 
hTit( id)  = ( qmod N ) .  ([q/N] + 1) + ( id - ( q mod N ) ) .  [q/N] + I, 
f in( id)  = (qmod N)  . ([q/N] + 1) + ( id + 1 - (q rood N) )  . [q/N] 
endif 
Processor #id computes: 
( ' ) ' ( ' ) "  " 
= qi* tr t. l) for j = l . . . . .  m; k = init( id) . . . . . .  [Jn(id). 
t : l  
(3.2) 
Step 2. Compute hT, = (1~ ® ~(2)T. ~:~pq  )st. Let hr E be partitioned into q subvectors h~ )E 3, so that 
h~)( j )=hr ( ( i  - l )p+j )  for j=  I , . . . ,p ;  i=  i . . . . .  q; (3.3) 
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and we already have sr in partitioned form from the previous step. Then 
m 
= 2_ . ,qk js r tK)  fo r i= i , . . . ,q ;  j= l  . . . . .  p. (3.4) 
k=l  
This computation can be performed in parallel by sending a copy of Q~I 2' to each processor. Processor 
#id computes values for its portion of hr according to 
h~'= O~,:" s~ ~.' for i=  init( id) . . . . .  f in( id) .  (3.5) 
The subvectors s~' that are needed for this step were computed on the same processor at the previous 
step, so no additional communications are required. 
Step 3. Solve by back substitution the block diagonal system (I~ ® R~2')zr = hr. Let zr E ~Pq be 
partitioned into q subvectors z~!'E ~P, so that 
z~) ( j )=zr ( ( i  - 1)p+j )  for j=  1 . . . . .  p; i - -1  .... ,q; (3.6) 
and now we have hr in partitioned form from the previous step. Then 
(ll ® R~2')zr = hr .~ ~. R°)z~ ) = h~ ) for i = 1,...,q. (3.7) 
A copy of R ~2) must be sent to each processor for this step. Processor #id computes values for its 
portion of Zr by back-solving: 
R~2'z~ ' = h~' for i = init( id) . . . . .  f in( id) .  (3.8) 
Again the subvectors h~ ) that are needed for this step were computed on the same processor at the 
previous step, so no additional communications are required. 
Step 4. In order to obtain the vector z from the vector zv, the components of zT must be redis- 
tributed across the processors to provide the necessary subvectors z c j) on the appropriate processors. 
In other words, we must perform a matrix transpose operation on Z v. Let z E ~po be partitioned into 
p subvectors z ~j' E $~q, so that 
z~/ ' ( i )=z( ( j  - l )q+i )=z~)( j )=zr ( ( i  - I )p+j )  fo r j= l  .... ,p; i - -  1 . . . . .  q. (3.9) 
The Subvectors zCj~ will be distributed to the processors according to a scheme similar (with p 
replacing q) to that used in Step 1 to distribute the columns of Q~). Now we let in i t l ( id )  and 
f in l ( id )  denote the initial and final subvectors z ci' to be allocated to processor #/d. 
The matrix transpose operation [18] uses a complete binary exchange communication scheme 
in which each processor makes communication with its nearest neighbors. In the first step, each 
processor exchanges information with the processor with binary M differing only in the first binary 
digit. In the second step each processor exchanges information with the processor with binary id 
differing only in the second binary digit, and so on. This communication scheme requires log 2N 
steps, and the amount of data transmitted in each step is 2 ~°~: x-~ blocks. The size of each block to be 
sent from processor #/d I to processor #id2 is approximately [ f in (  id I ) - init( id I ) + 1 ]. [ f in  i (/d2) - 
in i t l ( id2)  + !]. 
Step 5. Solve by back substitution the block diagonal system (12 ® R(~')y = z. Let yEaR pq be 
partitioned into p subvectors yO)E ~R 2, so that 
yt '~( j ) - -y ( ( i -  l )q+j )  for i=  l , . . . ,p ;  j=  1 . . . . .  q; (3.10) 
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and again we have z in partitioned form from the previous step. Then 
(12®R~l))y< ',,R~l)y°)=z Ci) for i= l  . . . . .  p. (3.11) 
A copy of R C~) must be sent to each processor for this step. Processor #id computes values for its 
portion of y by back-solving: 
R(l)y ~') = z (i) for i = init l( id) . . . . .  f inl( id). (3.12) 
Step 6. The repermutation of the vector yr to produce the solution xr of the original problem is 
obtained by 
Xr = (Pi ® P2)Yz. (3.13) 
Each processor epermutes only its part of the vector Yr according to ,qr = (/1 @ Pz)Yr. Let gT E ~Pq 
be partitioned into q subvectors g~)E ~P, so that 
g~()( j)=gr(( i  - 1)p+j )  fo r i= l  . . . . .  q; j= l , . . . ,p .  (3.14) 
The vector yr is already distributed in partitioned form from the previous step. Processor #id reper- 
mutes its part of the vector Yr according to 
= p(i~ g~)(J) . r (Pz(J)) for j = 1 . . . . .  p; i = initl(id) . . . . .  f in l ( id) ;  (3.15) 
where Pz(j)  is a pointer to the jth column of Pz. 
Step 7. Compute dr = (I~ ®A)Or. Let dr E ~"q be partitioned into q subvectors d~ ) E ~m, so that 
d~!)( j )=dr(( i  - l )m+j )  for i= l  . . . . .  q; j=  1 . . . . .  m. (3.16) 
We have gr in partitioned form from the previous step. Then 
dr=( l~®A)gr¢*A ,q~ )=d~ ) fo r i= l  .... q. (3.17) 
A copy of A must be sent to each processor for this step. Processor #id computes values for its 
portion of dr as follows: 
Ag~ ~ = d~ ~ for i = initl( id) . . . . .  f in l ( id) .  (3.18) 
Step 8. In order to form the vector d from the vector dr, the components of dr must be redis- 
tributed across the processors to provide the necessary subvectors d (j) on the appropriate processors. 
Let d E ~"q be partitione into m subvectors d ¢j) E ~q, so that 
d~J) ( i )=d(( j  - 1 )q+i )=d~)( j )=dr ( ( i  - l )m+j )  fo r j= l  . . . . .  m; i=  1 .... ,q. (3.19) 
The subvectors dC j) will be distributed to the processors according to a scheme similar (with m 
replacing q) to that used in step 1. Here we let init2(id) and f in2( id)  denote the initial and final 
subvectors dC j) to be allocated to processor #id. Again we have used a complete binary exchange 
scheme to perform the matrix transpose operation in order to form the vector d from the vector dr. 
Step 9. The repermutation of the vector d to get the vector f such that f = (13 ® PI )d is as 
follows. Let f E N °"q be partitioned into m subvectors f¢J)C ~q, so that 
f~ J ) ( i )=f ( ( j -  l )q+i )  fo r j= l  . . . . .  m; i= l  . . . . .  q, (3.20) 
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where we have the vector d in partitioned form from the previous tep. Then processor #id repermutes 
its portion of the vector d according to 
f~J)(i) = dlJ)(pl(i)) for i = l , . . . ,m;  j = mit2(id) .... , f in2(id), (3.21) 
where p~(i) is a pointer to the ith column of P~. 
Step 10. Compute r = t - (13 ~B) f .  Let r E ~R "n and t E 3""  each be partitioned into m subvectors 
r ~j~ E 3" and t u~ E ~", respectively, so that 
? J l (k )=r ( ( j -  l )n+k)  and t~/~(k)=t((j - l )n+k)  fo rk=l  . . . . .  n; j= l  . . . . .  m. (3.22) 
We have f in partitioned form from the previous step. Then 
r = t - (13 ® B) f  ~ r ~)) ---- l ~ j )  - -  Bf  Ij~ for j = I . . . . .  m. (3.23) 
A copy of matrix B must be sent to each processor for this step. Processor #id computes 
r u) --- t ~i) - B.f ~;~ for j = init2(id),. ... ['in2(id). (3.24) 
Finally, there remains the computation of  the Euclidian norm I I. 112 of the residual. Since the residual 
is distributed over the processors, we will compute the norm in two steps. First, each processor #id, 
computes the sum of the squared terms r 2 over j = init(id) .... f in(id), for its part of  the residual. 
Second, each processor #id > 0 sends its contribution, II" to processor #0. Then, processor #0 
computes the Euclidian norm according to 
N- I  
Ilrll  = Z I I  lib. 
id=O 
(3.25) 
4. Computational complexities 
The operation counts required to solve the least squares problem (1.3) using the QR-method 
consisting of  (2.1) along with (2.12) and (2.8)(2.9) are as follows: 
Householder QR factorization of  A (in factored form): 2p2(m - p/3) flops. 
Householder QR factorization of B (in factored form): 2q2(n- q/3) flops. 
Generation of  full Q2 matrix from Householder vectors: 4(m2p-  mp2+ p3/3) flops. 2 
Generation of full Q~ matrix from Householder vectors: 4(n2q - nq 2 + q3/3) flops. 
Formation of RHS vector hr. (or H T) in (2.12): (using (2.13) and (2.14)) q[p(2m- l )+m(2n-1) ]  
flops, or (using (2.16) and (2.17)) p[n(2m-  I )+  q(2n-  I)] flops. 
Solution of (2.8), (3.7) by backsubstitution: p2q flops. 
Solution of (2.9), (3.11) by backsubstitution: q2p flops. 
It follows that the total flop count for our QR-method is (using (2.13) and (2.14)) 
p2[q+2(½p-m)]+q2[p+(2( ]q -n) ]+4(m2p+n2q)+2mq(n+p) -q(m+p) ,  (4.1) 
2 This count, required in the current implementation, was not included in the counts reported in [12, p. 225]; in general, 
in the most efficicnt implementation, e would try to avoid explicit formation and storage of the Q-matrices. 
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or, when m=p=n=q,  
34 3 p2 3-P +O(  ) flops. (4.2) 
The part of the above least squares algorithm which was implemented on the lntel i860 computer 
consisted of all steps after the Householder QR factorizations were obtained, and the Q-matrices 
generated from them in full storage mode. These preliminary steps were performed on a serial 
machine using LAPACK routines DGEQPF and DORGQR, and the output for the Q's and R's were 
read as input to the parallel algorithm on the Intei i860 computer. Accordingly, the total flop count 
for the parallel part of the algorithm (steps 1-6) (using (2.13) and (2.14)) is 
q[ p( 2m - I) + m( 2n - 1)] + pq( p + q), (4.3) 
or, when m=n=p=q,  
6 p~ - 2 p2 flops. (4.4) 
(Here the least squares solution x is obtained from y by permutations of the components in step 
6, which requires no floating point operations.) Timing results on the Intel i860 computer for the 
parallel part of the algorithm (steps 1-6) in the case m = n = p =q are given in Table ! of the next 
section. 
It remains to interface the present parallel algorithm for steps 1-6 with a parallel implementation 
of the Householder QR factorization. It would be highly desireable if such an interfacing would 
permit the right hand side vector h to be obtained using a parallel computation that would make use 
of the Householder QR factorizations in factored form, as this would eliminate the need and extra 
expense of generating the Q-matrices in full storage mode. 
The steps 1 and 2 of the present implementation require that the first p columns of Q2 be available 
on all processors, and that those columns of Ql used on a given processor in Eq. (3.2) be available 
on that processor. This may be expensive on storage and flop counts (for generating the columns 
of QI and Q2), but has the advantage of no further interprocessor communication requirements once 
the appropriate columns of the Q-matrices have been passed to the processors. 
It is of interest to compare the total flop count in (4.1) and (4.2) with the corresponding flop 
count for solving the standard normal equations by Gaussian elimination. Multiplying Eq. (l.3b) 
on the right by A and on the left by B T and moving the inverses, (ATA) -~ and (BTB) - i, to the 
right-hand side, the solution X of the Kronecker product least squares problem may be written as 
i 
X = B'  TA ~ (4.5) 
where 
A t = (ATA) - IA  T and B 4 = (BTB) - IB  T (4.6) 
are the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverses of A and B. The solution of the least squares problem (1.3) 
using (4.5) and (4.6) is widespread in the engineering literature. (In photogrammetric applications 
and in the geodetic sciences, where huge systems of equations are routinely encountered, Gaussian 
elimination on (4.6) is very commonly used and represents the workhorse for "array algebra" [28] 
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and its many ramifications.) The operation counts required for implementing the solution in this 
manner are: 
Formation of ArA : p2(2m-  1) flops. 
2 3 I 2 1 flops. LU decomposition ofATA • ~p - 5p - g p 
Solution of ArAZ = A T by Gaussian elimination: 2p:m flops. 3 
Formation of BrB: q2(2n-  1) flops. 
1 2 I LU decomposition of Br B • ]q3 _ 5q _ gq flops. 
Solution of BrBZ = B r by Gaussian elimination: 2q2n flops. 
Matrix product B+ TA +T (multiplying T.  A +T first): 2np(m + q) - p(q + n) flops. 
Matrix product B+TA ÷' (multiplying B ÷. T first): 2qm(p + n) -  q(m + p) flops. 
Here we have ignored flops associated with pivot operations. It follows that the total flop count 
for solving the least squares problem by Gaussian elimination on the normal equations is (when the 
first multiplication in (4.5) is done first) 
2p2(2m + ½p) + 2q2(2n + ½q) + 2qm(p + n) + O(p 2 +mp + q2 + nq + qm + qp), (4.7) 
or, when m=p- -n=q,  
~p3 + O(p2) flops. (4.8) 
The present QR-method is preferable to Gaussian elimination on numerical grounds ince it enjoys 
stability, while the explicit formation of ATA and BTB is known to be unstable, cf. Bjrrck [5, p. 338]. 
In addition, from (4.2) and (4.8), it is sometimes less expensive as well. In general, the dominant 
terms in (4.7) minus those in (4.1) is 
mp(6p - 4m) ÷ nq(6q - 4n) - pq(p + q). (4.9) 
Whether this is positive or negative depends on the values of m, p,n, and q; for example, it is 
2 and < 2 negative (indicating fewer flops for Gaussian Elimination) when p < 5m q gn. 
5. Timing results 
Efficiency and speed-up for parallel algorithms can be measured in several ways. Here we make 
use of the following standard efinitions for speedup, Sp [25], efficiency Ep [25], and communication 
penalty, Cp [2]: 
execution time using a single processor 
Sp = execution time using p processors ' (5.1) 
Ep = --,SP (5.2) 
P 
3 This count is less than the corresponding count reported in [12, p. 225], which was based on explicit formation of 
(ArA) -l followed by matrix multiplication with A r. 
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Cp --~ 
Here 
execution time using p processors 
computation time using p processors" 
(5.3) 
execution time = computation time + communication time, 
where, on a distributed memory computer, a reading of each of these times is available for each 
processor. 
In Table 1 are displayed the timing data for steps 1-6 of the algorithm and the residual calculation 
in steps 7-10 when the A and B matrices are square of order 480 × 480. (This was the largest size of 
square A and B matrices for which the node memory, when running on one node, was not exceeded 
on the Intel i860 computer.) For steps 1-6 of the algorithm the only interprocessor communication 
occurs in the binary exchange algorithm for the transpose of Z r, that is, the generation of z from 
zr .  We have therefore divided the transpose time into two parts, the computation time and the 
communication time; the computation time for the binary exchange algorithm is the time spent 
moving data within a node, and communication time for the binary exchange algorithm is the time 
spent sending data from one node to another. The total execution time, total computation time, and 
total communication time for steps 1-6 are given in columns 9, 10, I1 respectively. All times are in 
milliseconds on the Intel i860 computer. All times listed were measured on node #0. 
In Table 2 are displayed the speed-up measures associated with the data in Table 1 for steps 1-6 
of the algorithm, that is, for the computation of the least squares solution after the QR-factorizations 
of the A and B matrices have been performed. 
Table I 
Times (on node 0 in milliseconds) for 480 × 480 A and B matrices 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Transp. Transp. Step 5 Step 6 Total Total Total Steps 7-10 
N sr hr B-solves comp. comm. B-solves 9r Exec. comp. comm. Res. 
1 146104 154222 85 035 0 0 84558 236 470155 470155 0 317 071 
2 73052 77112 42515 274 331 42284 118 235686 235355 331 158810 
4 36525 38556 21245 275 331 21140 59 118131 117800 331 79535 
8 18263 19278 10609 207 250 10566 30 59203 58953 250 39823 
16 9131 9639 5302 139 168 5284 14 29677 29509 168 19946 
32 4 566 4 819 2 650 89 112 2642 7 14 885 14 773 112 10 172 
Table 2 
Parallel efficiency measures for 480 x 480 A and B matrices (times in milliseconds on node 0) 
N Exec. time Comp. time Sp S2p/Sp Ep C t, 
1 470 155 470 155 - - -  - -  1.0 
2 235 686 235 355 1.995 1.995 0.9975 1.0014 
4 118 131 117 800 3.980 1.995 0.9950 1.0028 
8 59 203 58953 7.941 1.995 0.9926 1.0042 
16 29 677 29 509 15.842 1.995 0.9901 1.0057 
32 14 885 14 773 31.586 1.99375 0.98706 1.0076 
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Table 3 
Standard eviations over all nodes for steps 1 10 
Total exec. time Total comp. time Total comm. time 
N Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. 
1 787 226 0.0 787 226 0.0 0 0.0 
2 394 825 5.0 394 159 6.5 667 1.5 
4 197 994 4.4 197 335 3.5 659 2.7 
8 99 276 3.5 98 780 3.2 496 4.1 
16 49 786 3.8 49456 3.1 330 2.8 
32 25 160 3.7 24 947 2.5 214 4.4 
Table 4 
Scale-up measures (times in milliseconds on node 0) 
p 200×200 8p 400x400 p 240×240 8p 480×480 
1 34 056 8 34 082 1 59 465 8 58 953 
2 17068 16 17061 2 29442 16 29509 
4 8558 32 8888 4 14 752 32 14 774 
As is seen, the speed-up shows a slight decrease as N increases; in column 5 of Table 2 we 
observe this more clearly in the quantity 
S2_~p _- execution time on p processors (5.4) 
Sp execution time on 2p processors' 
The nearly perfect speed-ups exhibited in Table 2 are indicative of the fact that the load balancing 
for the algorithm is good. To assess the effectiveness of the load balancing described in Section 3 
we list in Table 3 the mean values over all processors (and associated standard eviations) of the 
total execution times, the total computation times, and the total communication times. The data 
listed are for steps 1-10, that is, the algorithm plus residual calculation. Here, total communication 
time includes communication times from steps 4, 8 and 10. The standard eviations, at each value 
of N for 480 × 480 matrices, are only a small fraction of the means for each of the above times, 
indicating that all processors are doing about the same amount of work. The load balancing described 
in Sections 2 and 3 is therefore nearly perfect. 
Another way of measuring the efficiency of a parallel algorithm has been suggested by Cleve 
Moler [24]: look at the scale-up properties as the total computational workload and total number of 
processors are simultaneously increased by a common factor. If an algorithm has perfect scale-up, 
then the execution time would remain constant when the total computational workload and the total 
number of processors were increased by the same factor. Generally, one would expect o see near- 
perfect scale-ups when the load balancing is good and the ratio of communication time to execution 
time is small. For steps 1-6 of the present algorithm, which correspond to obtaining the least squares 
solution (without residual), the computational workload when A and B are square n × n matrices is 
2n2(3n- 1) flops (ignoring the bookkeeping required in steps 4 and 6). If the order of A and B 
is doubled to N = 2n, then the total computational workload is 2N2(3N-  1)= 4(2n2)[2(3n)- 1], 
or approximately 812n2(3n- 1)]; that is, the computational workload is multiplied by a factor of 
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8 when the order of the A and B matrices is doubled. To examine the scale-ups of the present 
algorithm we should therefore increase the number of processors by a factor of 8 each time the 
order n is doubled in order to keep the number of flops per processor approximately the same. For 
example, when n = 240, the number of flops is 82 828 800; and with N = 2n = 480, the number of 
flops becomes 663 091 200. The ratio of these numbers is 8.005563. In Table 4 are displayed the 
total execution times corresponding to scale-ups from n = 200 to N = 400, and from n = 240 to 
N---480. In each case eight times as many processors are used for the larger matrices than are used 
for the smaller matrices. The total execution times listed in columns 2 and 4 (and columns 6 and 
8) remain roughly the same, indicating that the algorithm has near-perfect scale-up. 
6. Conclusions 
The parallel algorithm for the Kronecker product least squares problem combines the desireable 
stability properties of the QR-approach with a computational scheme that requires minimal com- 
puter memory. Since applications typically involve very large A and B matrices this is an essential 
consideration. The algorithm exhibits near perfect load-balancing and, as a consequence, very good 
computational efficiency on distributed memory computers. 
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